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Italian Court Sides with Nurse Wrongly Suspended
for Refusing COVID-19 Jab
The decision overturns precedents and enshrines in law the illegitimacy of
dismissing or suspending employees without pay for failing to vaccinate.
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A civil court has sided with a nurse who was suspended without pay after she refused the
COVID-19 vaccine.

The ruling was given by the Tribunal of Milan on September 16, following the appeal of the
Italian nurse,  who was not  named.  She had been suspended without  pay in  February
because  she  refused  to  receive  the  jab  in  defiance  of  a  vaccine  mandate  imposed  by  her
employer. The tribunal called the suspension “illegitimate” and ordered the employer to pay
the nurse her full wages with interest and arrears. The decision overturns previous court
rulings for similar cases.  

It is the first time in Italy that a court of law has ruled in favor of an employee in a case of a
suspension or a dismissal for failure to vaccinate. 

The  decision  comes  from  one  of  Italy’s  most  authoritative  courts  and  is  considered
particularly  significant  because  it  overturns  precedents   and  enshrines  in  law  the
illegitimacy of dismissing or suspending employees without pay for failing to vaccinate.  

“This  was  one  of  the  first  cases  of  suspension  of  a  healthcare  worker,”  stated  Mauro
Sandri, the nurse’s lawyer, in an interview on YouTube.

Sandri compared the case to that of 5 nurses in a similar situation; they lost their appeal in
May.

“Everyone [in Italy]  will  remember the ruling in Belluno, when 5 nurses who were
suspended by their employer launched an appeal and lost it,” he said.  

“The mainstream [media] amplified the outcome of that ruling by going so far as to say
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that it was pointless to appeal to suspensions imposed by employers.”  

Sandri then recalled that the ruling in that case was “unfortunately emulated by other
tribunals, including Modena and Verona” and that “a jurisprudence had been created, giving
employers license to suspend their employees.” 

All of Sandri’s previous attempts to appeal such decisions had been unsuccessful. However,
he sees that this new decision had overturned the trend.

“This decision was overwhelmingly positive, as it established the illegitimate nature of
the suspension,” he said.  

The nurse in question had been suspended since February and had not received any salary
since that time. The court therefore ordered the employer to pay her salary for the full
period in which she had not been compensated, with added interest, as Sandri pointed out. 

“The  appeal  aimed  at  obtaining  her  reinstatement  in  the  workplace  (…)  So  we
requested that, as well as a full payment of her wages, with arrears.” 

The Italian lawyer is convinced that the new ruling will serve as case law for similar cases in
the future. 

“The court’s decision will certainly set a benchmark for future rulings,” Sandri said.

“It’s going to be a milestone (…). For me, it’s also going to be the basis for further cases
that I have pending.”

The lawyer encouraged workers in similar situations after resisting pressure to take the
vaccine to sue not only for lost wages but also for damages. Sandri described the scare-
tactics  and  threats  used  by  some employers  who  pressure  their  workers  into  getting
vaccinated as a form of “bullying.”  

“The same principle can be applied in many other situations where there is a vaccine
mandate,” he said.

“Anyone employed at a company who has been unduly pressured to get vaccinated and
perhaps suspended for not doing so thus becomes a victim of bullying.”  

Sandri  also  sees  the  ruling  as  a  hopeful  development  in  the  ongoing  fight  against  the
imposition  of  the  “Green  Pass”  in  Italy.  

“This ruling shows us how important it is to defend your rights in an efficient manner in
order to obtain results,” he said.
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